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Northamptonshire Police is one of the first forces to introduce a new scheme to deal with the traumatic

experiences of children brought into custody
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The trauma-informed custody process aims to:

better support children who have been arrested

understand the effects of childhood trauma

recognise vulnerability

reduce repeat offending

The force says it detains up to 70 children a month. A significant number of these children have

experienced highly stressful and potentially traumatic events or situations during their childhood or

adolescence, known as adverse childhood experiences (ACEs).

To avoid custody staff adding to the chronic stress that their youngest detainees are likely carrying,

custody and detention officers have received special training to become trauma-informed to prevent

replicating traumatic experiences.

The force has made changes to some of its cells after receiving advice from Dr Louise Kirby, a

Northampton-based neurodiversity practitioner.

We know a high proportion of children in our custody suites are likely to have

experienced some kind of trauma or adverse event in their childhood. So, the approach

we are now taking with every child, is that they are more likely than not to have a history

of trauma.

What we don’t want to do is exacerbate trauma further or re-trigger it while children are

in custody – as this won’t help the detainee or indeed the victim.

Chief Inspector Julie Mead, Northamptonshire Police
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Blackboard paint has been added to the cell wall, so that detainees can use chalk to express

themselves by drawing. They have also placed shapes on the walls so they can bounce a small

rubber ball against them. This can have a soothing effect for people with a neurodiversity.

Mead said that, ultimately, the force wants to prevent crime and stop children becoming perpetual

offenders.

Read more: Northamptonshire Police introduces ‘trauma-informed custody’ scheme for

detained children

These small measures have made a huge difference in calming detainees, and having

calm detainees makes for a much more amenable investigation – which supports a

better outcome for the victim.

Chief Inspector Julie Mead, Northamptonshire Police
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